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CARE LIKE A PRO
The bond between yourself and your
pet is perfectly uncomplicated.
Just like every Purina ProCare ™ product.
Years in the making and designed
by experts, Purina ProCare ™ Head
Collar makes a walk in the park,
a walk in the park.

GETTING STARTED
The Purina ProCare ™ Head Collar gently
teaches your dog to not pull away by
steering the head whilst walking.

Neck strap
Jaw strap
Noseband

Made with soft but extremely strong
webbing that easily fits to your dogs head
and has a padded noseband for comfort.
Safety link
Nose adjustment clip

Lead connection point
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2. 
1.


Use the slider to adjust
the neck strap fit, leaving
space for two fingers
to fit between the collar
and the neck.

Pick up the noseband and
put your dogs nose through
it, holding it loosely above.
Feed treats through the
noseband until they’re happy
with it resting on their nose,
then clip the collar together
at the back of their neck.
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4.


Clip the safety link from
the head collar onto the
lead attachment ring on
your dog’s neck collar.

3.


Slide the noseband
adjustment clip until it
is a snug but not tight
fit around their nose.
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6.

5.




When using for the first
time we recommend to
walk around at home or
safe space. Giving your
dog time to adjust to this
new experience. Use treats
or their favourite toy to
both reward your dog for
following you, and distract
them from fussing over
=the Head Collar.

7.


When you feel your
ready, go for a walk
and try out your
new found team
work. When your
dog walks without
pulling, give them
a well-earned reward
topositively reinforce
this good behaviour.

Attach the training lead
to the lead connection
ring on the head collar.
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CHEKR by Purina® puts smart pet care in your pocket.
Stay connected to your pet and better understand
their health needs with the CHEKR mobile app.
The app features instructional videos to ensure you
get the best out of your Purina ProCare ™ product.
It is also compatible with the CHEKR Smart Bowl,
providing you access to your pet’s nutritional and hydration
consumption, as well as personalised food recommendations.
CHEKR gives you the information and insights you
need to give your pet the very highest level of care.

GIVE YOUR PET A VOICE WITH CHEKR

Download it today.
Available on the Apple App Store.

Discover a range of advanced, complete and balanced
formulas made from a blend of nutrients tailored to your
pets specific health needs for every stage of their life.
Backed by 500+ Purina scientists including nutritionists,
behaviourists and veterinarians, Purina Pro Plan®
formulas offer superior nutrition and a taste they love.
That’s why we’re committed to being there for you
and your pet, sharing our nutrition and care expertise,
tailored for each moment of your pet’s life.
ª

proplannutrition.com.au

Purina is committed to making changes that put
sustainability at the heart of our operations and
prove that growth doesn’t have to be at the
expense of people, pets and the planet.
We’ve considered and carefully sourced all
materials and packaging for this product to
reduce waste and are committed to only using
100% recycled or reusable packaging by 2025.
Follow our journey and learn more about our
sustainability changes at purina.com.au/cares

CARE WITH CONFIDENCE
The Purina ProCare ™ range of training
and grooming products have been created
with one goal in mind – to give your pet
a professional level of care at home.
From our ergonomically crafted Grooming
Brush to our uniquely designed Dental
Dumbell, and innovative 3-in-1 Whistle Click
& Treat, every Purina ProCare ™ product
is made to give your pet the very best,
so you can care with confidence.

For over 100 years, we’ve dedicated ourselves to
developing the highest quality products and advice to
ensure the health and happiness of your beloved pet.

Our PetCare Advice Team is available to provide
holistic animal care and advice to pet owners,
ranging from guidance to new owners, tips on
animal behaviour and pet nutrition.

AU: 1800 738 238
www.purina.com.au
Instagram/purinaaustralia
Facebook/purinaaustralia

